Much has been made of the release of the completed human genome sequence, which was heralded as a "cosmic triumph for biology" (*Washington Post*), and of the 50th anniversary of the DNA double helix, which "marked a turning point in history and sparked a revolution in molecular biology that continues to change the world today" (*The Guardian*).

Indeed, the impact of genetics on society is obvious in the diversity of genetics-related articles. "A body is to be exhumed for DNA testing" (*The Times*) in a high-profile paternity case to test the claims of five Italians on the £300 million estate left by Harold Acton to New York University. In the United States, the death of a nine month-old baby with a treatable, but undiagnosed, genetic disease has prompted a federal advisory panel to debate whether to "increase the list of diseases considered a minimum for newborn testing in every state" (*Associated Press*).

Negative genetic modification (GM) publicity continues to crop up on both sides of the Atlantic, as a biotech company was fined when GM corn "contaminated nearby crops on Hawaii" (*New York Times*) and a 12-strong panel of the British public viewed GM foods "as unnecessary and not worth the risks to public health" (*The Times*).

The successful sequencing of the severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS) virus, described by Julie Gerberding as "a critically important step" (*New York Times*), also made headline news. The million dollar question is "in this amazing age of molecular genetics and medicine \... can scientists stop it?" (*New York Times*).
